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Abstract: ]hi\' study traces the early conJacts of the middle and upper Niger and
Senegal Rivers with the Muslims in the first five centuries after hijrah and shows the
spread of Islam and the rise of states long before the emergence of AbnOravids. It
analyses the early Muslim expansion in the Western Sahara, the role of the IbG4iyYah
in central Sahara and the efforts oftheSanhadja in the Western Sahara wInch resulted
in the spread of Islam and rise of Islamic kingdoms in the Mger and the Senegal
Valleys before the 5'" centwy AH.

The Great African Sahara which connects the Niger and Senegal rivers with
North Africa and the Mediterranean world was not dry like its present state.
hI the ~ century C.E., when Islam began to spread outside Arabia, the
Sahara was comparatively wet; there was sufficient amount of rainfall
throughout the desert between the Nile valley in the east and the AtlanticOcean 

in the west. These water resources in several places in the desert
were sufficient to support large human settlements and rich animal and plantlife.!

The inhabitants of the desert, before the fIrst cenrnry A.H. (1d1 cenrnry
C.E.), developed their social, political and economic instirntions and
established famous kingdoms in the heart of the desert, like the Kingdom of
Gararna (present day Fezzan), south of Libya. It extended its influence in the
east and central parts of the desert between Lake Chad and the Niger River
in the south until the northern ends of the Sahara. Another great kingdom
was the Kingdom of Ghana (present day Mauritania), whose influence
stretched from the Senegal River in the south till the end of the Sahara in the
north.
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Civilization, International Islamic University Malaysia. E-mail:
own99@iiu.edu.my. An earlier version of this paper was presented at the
conference on 'Islam and Africa,' 10-12 April, 2001, Binghamton University,
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These two kingdoms developed and flourished lnainly because of their
trade activities between the Mediterranean world and West Africa. They
were involved in these activities several hundred years before the rise of
Islam. When the Muslims entered North Africa, in the second decade of the
1st century A.H.(r century C.E.), contacts and relations between the North
and West Africa were already well established through the Trans-Saharan
trade routes in the eastern and western parts of the Sahara.

Spread of Islam in the Great Desert

The advent of Islam in the Great Desert followed the entrance of Islam in
North Africa since the beginning of the third decade of the first century
A.H. (7th century C.E.). However, the process of spreading Islam and
fonning Muslim settlements in the whole of North Africa took more than
five decades.

The first part of the desert that established contacts with the Muslims was
the eastern part, the region of the Libyan oases. After the Muslims had
entered Egypt in the year 21 A.H. (641-642 C.E.), they sent two armies to
the west, one along the coast to the present day Libya and the other under
the leadership of 'Uqba b. Niifi' to the Libyan desert south of the present day

Benghazi. 'Uqba succeeded in joining the oases between Zawila in the south,
and Benghazi in the north, to the Muslim territories. Zawila became the first
Muslim settlement in the Sahara and it also became the residence of the ruler
and the capital of Fezzan.2 Islam began to spread in these oases and their
zakiit (alms tax) was sent to Egypt.3

The expansion of Islamic influence in the eastern part of the desert took
place in the year 49 A.H. (669 C.E.). Ibn 'Abd al-l:Iakarn stated that 'Uqba
b. Niifi' also led expeditions against other castles and centers of the Libyan
Desert. 4 He entered Gararna, the capital of the Garamantese Kingdom ill

the southern territories of the Libyan Desert, and then went south through
the desert (in the present day Chad) until he reached Kawar, the capital of
the region. The king of Kawar was subdued and he recognized the authority
of the Muslims. Thn 'Abd al-l:Iakarn stated that the location of Kawar was
about a 15-day journey to the south of Gararna.5 If we consider the
comparatively wet weather during that time, in addition to the fact that the
Lake Chad basin extended further to the north than the present day
boundaries, we can assume that the kingdom of Kawar was situated in the
northern ends of the Lake Chad region. These were the territories where the
Muslims made their contacts and settlements from the middle of the first
cenrnry A.H. (7th cenrnry C.E.).
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AI-Idrisi's accounts concerning the area between Kawar and Lake Chad
supports our assumption. He mentioned that the route goes south through the
valley of Kawar, where there were three big centers. The first center was
the capital of Kawar, the second was Qasr Ummi 153., which was two days
to the south of the capital, then after a distance of 40 miles was the town of
Ankalas. From there, the route was divided into two ways, one goes
towards the capital of Kanem and the other goes to Kaw Kaw, on the Niger
River.6

In the parts of North Africa to the west of Libya, Islam spread late.
Muslims began to settle in the present day Tunisia in the middle of the first
cenwry A.H. (~ cenwry C.E.). Then it took them about two decades to
settle in other parts to the west of Tunisia. That was why the spread of Islam
in the central and west regions of the desert was late compared to the eastern

parts.

There are some early records about the spread of Islam among the
Saharan tribes in the central and western parts of the desert in the Algerian
oases. In the first half of the first century A.H. (1m Century C.E.), Ibn
Azara (d. 1 A.H.) stated that the head of the big and strong Saharan tribe,
Zanata, embraced Islam.7 111 the Far West, the strong tribe of Larntuna
embraced Islroll toward the end of the fIrst centuryA.H. (1m century C.E.).8
Larntuna was one of the biggest parts of the Sanhadja tribal group that
dominated the Western Sahara.

When the Muslims established themselves in the western parts of North
Africa and Andalusia from the end of the fIrst century A.H. (1m century
C.E.), Islam began to spread widely among the tribes of the Sahara. In the
second century A.H. (8m century C.E.), some important changes took place
in that area, particularly in the central and western parts of the Sahara. The
Ibagiyyah sect established itself in North Africa, in the present-day Algeria,
and began to spread its influences and teachings widely among the tribes of

the Sahara.9

The Iba<;iiyyah were very active in the Trans-Saharan trade, they
established contacts with West Africa through the Sahara very early. They
were also very active in the spread of Islan1 throughout the area, from the
beginning of the second century A.H. (8d1 century C.E.).IO Among the
fan1oUS trade and cultural Iba<;iiyyah centers in the Sahara were Zawila and
Wargala. These centers led the activities of the Iba<;iiyyah in trade and the

spread of Islan1 from the middle of the second century A.H. (8d1 century
C.E.).II After the rise of the Rusturnid state, in present day Algeria in 160
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A.H. (776 C.E.), the Ibagiyyah intensified their activities in the Sahara and
West Africa.

The western part of the Sahara was under the influence of the Kingdom
of Ghana. Their territories extended throughout the territories of the present
day Mauritania and the Western Sahara. The Kingdom of Ghana, from its
strategic geographical location, led the trade activities across the Sahara and
linked the Senegal region to the Mediterranean Sea, before the rise of Islam.

The capital of Ghana was Awdaghust (19.8 N. 11.10 E.).12 It was
described by al-BakrI, in the fifth century A.H. (lId! century C.E.), as a
fertile land with rich water sources.13

From the beginning of the second century A.H. (8th century C.E.),
Muslims in North Africa paid great attention to the Trans-5aharan trade.
The governor of al-Maghrib (all the territory that lies to the west of Egypt)
dug some wells along the western Saharan trade route and sent a military
expedition to punish the Saharan tribes that threatened the safety. of thecaravans. 

14 The participation of the tribes of the Sahara in trade activities

increased. New trade centers emerged in the desert such as Siji1masa in the
northern borders of the Kingdom of Ghana. Some Berbers, like the
Sanhadja, began to threaten the northern borders of the Kingdom of Ghana.

In about 154 A.H. (770 C.E.), a coalition of Sanhadja tribes succeeded in
defeating the Kingdom of Ghana and occupied its capital A wdaghust.15
Ghana retreated to the south where they founded a new capital to the east of
the Senegal River. The coalition of Sanhadja established the state of Anbiya.> ,
whose territories extended between the Senegal River in the south and
Sijilmasa in the north.

The state of Anbiya> played an important role in the Trans-Saharan trade;
they controlled all western Saharan trade between Sijilmasa in the north and
the Senegal River in the south. Apparently their relations with the Kingdom
of Ghana improved because of the Trans-Saharan trade. The western Trans-
Saharan trade route, via A wdaghust, became very famous throughout the
Muslim world as the 'Gate of Gold' because of the large quantities of gold
that the merchants brought from the upper Senegal and Niger Rivers.

The markets of A wdaghust were very big, and as described by al-BakrI,
crowded throughout the year, and there were merchants from different parts
of the Muslim world.16 Ibn Ijawqal (d. 367 A.H.), who visited Awdaghust,
wrote about the flourishing trade businesses in the town and he also talked
about how the people were very rich. He stated that he saw a suk (cheque),
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signed by two people, whose value was 42,000 golden dinars, which was to
be paid by a merchant from Awdaghust.17

A wdaghust also became a famous cultural center in the heart of the
desert-. People generally followed the SurmI sect, but the Iba<;iiyyah teachings
and the tolerant Shfah teachings of the Idrisids also had some followers.
Education in schools and mosques prospered, scholars from North African
centers made frequent visits and taught in A wdaghust. Islam spread widely
and was accepted by the tribes of the Sahara, and some of them like Zanata,
Hawwara and Sanhadja neighboured the northern borders of West Africa. IS

There were strong and continuous contacts between the people
along the Niger and Senegal Valleys. In addition to that, merchants
and scholars from other parts of the Muslim world and North Africa
came through the Trans-Saharan trade routes to the Niger and Senegal
Valleys and some of them settled in the newly developing trade centers
in West Africa.

Islam in the Mid-Niger Valley
Islam in the mid-Niger valley crone lnainly through contacts with the tribes
of the Sahara such as Hawwara and Zanata. These two tribes embraced
Islam in tile first century A.H. (7th century C.E.), then they intensified their
contacts with the lnid-Niger valley from their centers in the Libyan Desert
through the eastern Tans-Saharan trade route and from the Algerian desert
and the middle Trans-Saharan trade route.

The eastern route is considered as the first route used by Muslims in their
contacts with Lake Chad and the mid-Niger regions.19 This opinion is
credible because, as stated earlier, the first Muslim settlement emerged in
the beginning of the third decade of the fIrst century A.H. (1m century C.E.)
in the Libyan oases. This route was used by CUqba b. Nafic in his expedition
to Kawar. In addition to this, the Iba<;iiyyah settled very early in Zawila, the

Libyan oasis where they established their state in the middle of the second
century A.H. (8m century C.E.).20 From there, they led active trade contacts
with the mid-Niger Valley through Kawar.21

Trade activities, south of the Libyan oases, developed the relations
between the MusliIns and the tribes of the Sahara in areas like Zaghawa and
Kaninlbu. BotIl tribes embraced Islam, developed their economic and
political institutions and founded the fIrst Islamic Kingdom in the region of
Lake Chad, along the eastern borders of tile lnid-Niger Valley. It was called
the Kingdom of Kanem. The Arabic sources did not mention the time of the
rise of Kanem. but there were some accounts about the spread of Islam in
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those places by the efforts of the Ummayads before and after the fall of their
state.22 The earliest account about the spread of Islam in the Kingdom of
Kanem was mentioned by al-FaqiQ (d. 3m cenrnry A.H.). He stated that:
"The city of Kawar lies about 15 Marhalah to the south of Zawilah. There is
a large number of Muslims in Kawar, the majority of them belong to Berber
tribes. "23 Some scholars believe that the Islamic Kingdom of Kanem

emerged in the 200 cenmry A.H. (8111 cenrnry C.E.).24

On the other hand, the Iba<.liyyah, from the Algerian oases, led their trade
activities through the central Trans-Saharan trade route to the middle of the
Niger valley. Local tribes of the mid-Niger River and other Saharan tribes
along the southern ends of the desert played important roles on these trade
activities in territories of the mid-Niger River, which lies at the end of this
trade route. These active trade contacts led to the rise of a new trade center
to the north of the bend of the Niger River, it was known as Tadmekka. It
developed very quickly, extended its territories, and organized and
supervised the trade in that area. It was described, in the 4111 cenrnry, as "a
strong kingdom, its kings were Sudan with white skin. "25 This description

indicates that the population of Tadmekka was a rnixmre of local and
Saharan tribes.

It is obvious that the contacts of the Muslim tribes of the Sahara and the
Muslim merchants from North Africa through the eastern and central Trans-
Saharan trade routes led to the rapid changes in the life of the people to the
North of the mid-Niger River. New settlements emerged, urban life
developed and the population increased. Muslim geographers wrote about
the region between Lake Chad in the east and the mid-Niger River in the
west as a densely populated urban center. The area between the Kingdom of
Ghana in the west and Tadrnekka in the east was described to be "about a
fifiy-day journey and on the way there were several towns and urban centers
inhabited by Berber and Sudanese tribes. ,,26 The area between Tadrnekka in

the west and Lake Chad was also described as "heavily populated territory
with several towns. "27

The Kingdom of Kaw Kaw
Apparently, the settlements of the tribes of the Sahara, besides the
local Sudanese tribes, along the mid-Niger River led to the
cooperation between them to run the affairs of the trade. Small
markets and centers emerged to receive the Trans-Saharan caravans.
The arrangement and supervision of their business led to the growth of
these markets and centers. At the same time, this business resulted in
the development of the political institutions of some of these centers. It
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also resulted in the rise of strong rulers who extended their area of
influence over other markets and centers. Thus, the territories of some
centers expanded and founded the early kingdoms of the region.

One of these trade centers was founded on the bend of the Niger
River by a Saharan tribe called Lamta. This tribe settled among the
local population in the first century A.H. (7th century C.E.), and
gradually they developed their business and administration and
extended their territories over the area that became known as Kaw
Kaw in early Islamic sources. It was the first kingdom to emerge in
the mid-Niger Valley. It was suggested that this kingdom emerged
during the first century A.H. (7th century C.E.).28

The Kingdom of Kaw Kaw developed rapidly, probably during the
second century A.H. (8th century C.E.) when the Trans-Saharan trade
developed through the eastern and central Trans-Saharan routes.
Muslim geographers, such as al-Bakn, al-Muhallabi, al-Idnsi, Ibn
Sa'id and Ibn Batiita:9 believed Kaw Kaw to be located on the bend of
the Niger River in the place where, later on, the famous capital of
Songhay emerged. Kaw Kaw developed its relations and contacts with
trade centers of the Sahara and the states of North Africa. It was
closely connected to the Ibac;iiyyah trade centers in the Libyan and
Algerian deserts. Ibn Khaldiin stated that some people from the Libyan
tribe Hawwara (who were the first to introduce the camel in the
Sahara) settled along the boarders of Kaw Kaw.3O Muslim geographers
recorded active trade activities from North Africa through different
Saharan routes to the mid-Niger Valley.31

The Kingdom of Kaw Kaw developed relations with North African
states, particularly with the IbaQiyyah Rustumid state in Algeria. The
Rustumids were very keen on developing their Trans-Saharan
relations, mainly for trade. As we have seen, they were the pioneers
of Trans-Saharan trade toward the mid-Niger Valley. Even their
imams (head of states) were involved in trade and had their own trade
business across the Sahara.32 The IbaQiyyah continued their strong
relations and contacts with the Kingdom of Kaw Kaw even after the
fall of their state in Algeria (298 A.H./910 C.E.). They carried on
with their activities from the Algerian oases. These oases continued to
play their role in trade and are still famous as centers for IbaQiyyah
settlements. Some of the IbaQiyyah stayed in Kaw Kaw and
intermarried with the local people. The famous Ibadl leader, Ab'
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Yazid, who revolted against the Fatimid state in North Africa (in the
4th century A.H./IOth C.E.), was born in Kaw Kaw to a Sudanese
woman. 33

The Kingdom of Kaw Kaw developed to be one of the greatest
kingdoms of the Sudan. Its capital, which was also known as Kaw
Kaw, was described in the third century A.H. (9th century C.E.), as "a
big rich town, where there was a large number of merchants. "34

Muslim scholars considered the kingdom of Kaw Kaw as one of the
greatest Sudanese kingdoms. Its territories were very large and its
king subdued other Sudanese kings. Some Muslim scholars look at the
kingdom of Kaw Kaw as being greater than the Kingdom of Ghana.35

The strong and continuous relations between the Kingdom of Kaw
Kaw and the Muslims resulted in the spread of Islam in the mid-Niger
Valley in the early centuries. The earliest reference that we have about
this matter is from al-MuhallabI (d. 380 A.H.). He stated that "the
king of Kaw Kaw pretended to be Muslim and the majority of the
people of his court pretended to be Muslim. ,,36 He also stated that

"there was a mosque in the city of the king, where the king prayed.
Congregational prayers were performed in the mosque between the
two cities And all of them are Muslim.,,37 In other places al-
MuhallabI stated that the people of Kaw Kaw were Muslim.38 These
texts show that Islam spread widely in the Kingdom of Kaw Kaw. The
people of Kaw Kaw, during the fourth century A.H. (10th century
C.E.), were all Muslims.

The capital of the kingdom was divided into two parts, as was done
in the kingdom of Ghana. There was a mosque in the royal part of the
city. Apparently, there were other mosques in the otheLpart of the
city; however, the biggest mosque was situated between the two parts.
This was where the king attended the congregational prayers.

The question is why al-Muhallabi described the king as "pretending
to be Muslim" when he regularly performed his prayers? Was he a
Muslim? In Islam, any person who says the shahiidah (Lii iliiha ilia
Alliih, Muuammad rasal Alliih/l bear witness that there is no Iliih
(god) out Allah and that Prophet MuQarnrnad is his messenger) is
considered a Muslim, even if he does not pray. According to this, the
king of Kaw Kaw was a Muslim. Apparently, the king, although he
was a Muslim, still practiced some of his local beliefs. Therefore, he
was seen by the sources of al-Muhallabi as being non-Muslim but
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pretending to be Muslim. There is another text about the conversion of
the king of Kaw Kaw written by a Sudanese Historian al-Sacd"i (d.
1096 A.H.). He stated that the king embraced Islam in 400 A.H.
(1009 C.E.).39 However, apparently, the account of al-Muhallab"i has
more support than the account of al-Sacd"i. Firstly, al-Muhallab"i's
account is the earliest about Islam in Kaw Kaw and his informants and
sources were closer to the time of conversion of the kings and the
spread of Islam in the mid-Niger Valley. AI-Muhallab"i, who wrote
about the prayers of the kings, died 30 years before the date
mentioned by al-Sacd"i as the time of conversion of the King of Kaw
Kaw. Several historians did not accept the accounts of al-Sacd"i. They
said that his accounts could only indicate the time when Islam spread
widely and became the official religion of the kingdom.40

Secondly, it seems that Islam spread in many parts of West Africa
because of the efforts of the Ibac;iiyyah and most of the people,
including the people of Kaw Kaw, and their kings might have followed
the Ibac;iiyyah madhhab. This madhhab was popular and strong in the
Niger and Senegal valleys until the 5th century A.H. (11th century
C.E.). The Ibac;iiyyah were considered, particularly by sunrn
followers, as khawarij. Most of the khawarij subdivisions were fanatic
and considered as non-Muslims. Some Muslim scholars described the
Ibac;iiyyah of the Algerian oases as non-Muslims.41

After the rise of Almoravids in the 5th Century A.H. (11th century
C.E.) in West Africa, the Malik"i sunrn madhhab spread in West
Africa perhaps mainly on the accounts of the Ibaeiyyah madhhab. The
Malik"i sunrn madhhab is still the dominant ,nadhhab in West Africa.

It is quite possible that the 5th century A.H. (11th century C.E.)
marked the weakness and the end of the Ibac;iiyyah madhhab. The
Malik"i followers and other sunrn historians and geographers did not
favour it. These sunn"i scholars, since the third century A.H. (9th
century C.E.), did not write about the efforts of the Ibac;iiyyah in the
spread of Islam in West Africa. That was why the 5th century A.H.
(11th century C.E.) was considered, among most of the early Muslim
scholars, as the beginning of the spread of Islam in West Africa. This
concept was accepted until the time of al-Sacd"i (11 th Century A.H./17th

century C.E.) and the accounts of the conversion of the king in 400
A.H. could be a reflection of this concept. The fifth century, most
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probably. 

witnessed the beginning of the spread of the sunnI Islam in
West Africa.

Islam in the Senegal and the Upper Niger Region
Senegal and the upper Niger Valley were famous because of their rich
gold resources. Most of the gold in the Mediterranean and the Muslim
world, at that time, came from this region. That was why the Muslims
strengthened their trade contact with this region from the second
century A.H. (8th century C.E.) through the state of Sanhadja and the
Kingdom of Ghana. These continuous contacts before and after Islam
led to the development of this region, the establishment of several
trade centers and the rise of small and big kingdoms, the famous
among which were the Kingdoms of Ghana and Mali.

The Kingdom of Ghana
According to the early Muslim scholars, the name Ghana was the title
of the kings.42 In his message to the ruler of Almoravids the king of
Ghana addressed him saying: "To the Amlr of Aghmat, Ghana
said ".43 They referred to the kingdom as Awkar and sometimes
they referred to the capital of the kingdom as Awkar.44 But in general
almost all early Muslim scholars used 'Ghana' in reference to the
kingdom and 'City of Ghana' for the capital.

The kingdom of Ghana, after it moved to the south leaving the
northern territories to Sanhadja state, built its power and extended its
territories between the Senegal and the upper Niger Rivers. According
to aI-BakrI, there were 18 city-states under the rule of the king of
Ghana. Some of the kings of these states had the power to compete
with the king of Ghana.45

The kingdom reached its greatest level of power in fue 4th century
A.H. (10th century C.E.) when they defeated the state of Sanhadja and
recaptured Awdaghust in 380 A.H. (990 century C.E.).46 The total
number of the soldiers of the king of Ghana was estimated by al-Bakr¥
to be about 200,000.47 Ibn Khaldun described the capital of Ghana as
"one of the greatest cities of the world and the most populated one. ,,48

Outside the heavily populated capital, the rest of the territories, as
described by aI-Bakri, also had several urban centers. We have
already mentioned that the kingdom consisted of 18 city-states.

AI-BakrI also stated that urban settlements stretched about twenty-
day's journey from the capital of Ghana to the west and about
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eighteen-day's journey from the capital of Ghana to the south. The
territories, which lie to the east of the capital of Ghana, were also
described as inhabited by Sudanese tribes.49

To the north of the Kingdom of Ghana lies the state of Sanhadja.
The territories of this state, as was described by early Muslim
historians, under the rule of Theolutan (172-222 A.H./ 793-836
C.E.), "was about a two-months journey from the north to the south
and a two-month journey from the east to the west. ,,50 So the dry

deserted desert area that now lies in the territories of Mauritania and
northwest Mali was heavily populated under the rule of the state of
Sanhadja and the Kingdom of Ghana where people lived a
comparatively civilized life with developed socio-economic and
political institutions. Islam played an important role in that
development.

The Kingdom of Ghana was not an Islamic kingdom because its
kings were not Muslims, but due to its strong and continuous contacts
with Muslims, Islam spread widely throughout its territories.51
Contacts of Ghana with the Muslims started from the first stage of its
history, when its capital was A wdaghust in the middle of the western
desert. In the second half of the first century A.H. (7th century C.E.),
<Uqba b. Nafi< and Miisa Ibn Nu~ayr entered Wadi" Dara and aI-Sits
aI-Aq..s'a.52 Muslims from that time on got into direct contacts with the
northern boarders of Ghana. Some early Muslim scholars stated that
the people of Ghana became Muslims since that time.53

The earliest and detailed account about Islam in the Kingdom of
Ghana was written by al-BakrI. He wrote his book in Andalusia in the
year 460 A.H. (1067 C.E.). That was two years before the fall of
Ghana to the Almoravids in 458 A.H. (1065 C.E.).

AI-BakrI wrote his account before the coming of Almoravids to
Andalusia and relied much on two historians regarding his material on
West Africa. They were al-Razl (d. 344 A.H./ 955 C.E.) and
Muuammad b. Yilsuf (d. 362 A.H. /973 C.E.). Both of them lived in
the western part of North Africa, but their books were lost. So we
assume that the material of al-BakrI about Islam in Ghana taken from
those two historians could go back to the 4111 century A.H. (10th
century C.E.).
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AI-BakrI stated that the capital of Ghana consisted of two parts: one
for the king, where there was a mosque, and the other part had twelve
mosques with several scholars and students.54 He also stated that the
king of Ghana, Tinkarnin, who became king in 445 A.H. (1063 C.E.),
respected the Muslims and treated them kindly. His translators, his
minister of treasury and most of his other ministers were Muslim.55
Outside the capital, Islam spread in several city-states. Some of the
rulers of these states were Muslims and they participated in the spread
of Islam in other non-Muslim areas.56

On the lower part of the Senegal River, a famous kingdom
emerged from the beginning of the first century A.H. (7th century
C.E.). This was the kingdom of Takrtir. It extended its territories to
the north and established good relations with the Sanhadja in thedesert. 

57

Available material about Islam in Takrur also came from al-Bakri.
He stated that the Kingdom of Takrur was a strong Islamic kingdom.
Its kings were very active in spreading Islam in the neighboring
territories. Among the famous kings was WardjabI b. Rabls, who
implemented Islamic laws in his kingdom. He died in 432 A.H. (1040
C.E.). The Kingdom of Takrur established good relations with
Almoravids and helped them in their jihad. 4,000 Takruri soldiers
joined the army of Yusuf b. Tashfin who went to help the Muslims in
Andalusia.58

The Kingdom of Mali
Far in the south, on the upper Niger valley, another ancient Sudanese
kingdom emerged. This was the kingdom of Mali. Early Arabic
sources referred to it as the Kingdom of Mallal and Mali. The word
Mallal was used in Arabic and Fulani language for the Mandi speaking
people on the upper Senegal and Niger Rivers.

Early stages of the rise of the Kingdom of Mali are not exactly
known. The earliest text about the kingdom came in the 3rd century
A.H,., (9th century C.E.) by al- Ya'qubI. He stated the kingdom of Mali
among other Sudanese kingdoms.59 So Mali, in the third century A.H.,
was a big kingdom like the kingdoms of Kaw Kaw and Ghana.

Early traditions in Mali connected the last stages of the rise of the
kingdom to the ruling family of Kita. It says that the founder of this
family, Latal KalabI, was one of the descendants of Bilal b. Rabai:l, a
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companion of the Prophet (SAS). Kalab! had two sons: one of them
became a king while the other worked in the field of trade.oo

According to this tradition, the founder of the family of Kita was a
Muslim, and his descendants established their trade activities with the
north and developed their kingdoms. Apparently, the rise of the family
of Kita was connected to the time when trade flourished in the region,
after the rise of Sanhadja state and the movements of the kings of
Ghana to the south in the middle of the second century A.H. (8th
century C.E.).61

Arabic sources did not help in tracing that early period of the
'history of Mali. Some would consider the people of Mali as among the
first who embraced Islam in the area. Ibn Khaldun stated that early
members of this family, before the rise of Mali as a big empire in the
7th century A.H. (13th C.E.)? were famous in the Mali traditions for
the performance of hajj.62

These texts and narrations referred to the spread of Islam in the
early periods without giving a precise date. AI- YaCqubI, who wrote in
the third century A.-H. (9th century C.E.) about the kingdom of Mali,
did not mention anything about the spread of Islam.

AI-BakrI, in the 5th century A.H. (11th century C.E.), mentioned a
story about the spread of Islam in Mali. He wrote about how the king,
his people and some other states under his rule converted to Islam.63
The same story was also repeated in early Iba<;iiyyah sources.64 The
story stated that the conversion of the king and his people was due to
the efforts of an IbadI faqih Gurist). This indicates that Mali became
an Islamic state before the middle of the 5th century A.H. (11th century
C.E.). If we compare the text of al-BakrI to other texts mentioned in
Iba<;iiyyah sources, it is possible to suggest that the conversion of the
Kingdom of Mali to Islam took place in the fourth century A.H. (10th
century C.E.) or may be even before that.65

Conclusion
Contacts between the Muslims, the Libyan Sahara, the Lake Chad
region and the mid-Niger valley started from the middle of the first
century A.H. (7th century C.E.). In the middle of the 200 century A.H.
(8th century C.E.), Islam spread widely in the desert and the Islamic
kingdoms of Sanhadja (the state of Anbiya') in the western part of the
desert and the kingdom of Kanem in eastern part of the desert
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emerged. 

In the Libyan and Algerian oases, Islamic centers of the
IbaQiyyah developed.

These Islamic Saharan Kingdoms and trade centers, in addition to
the active trade caravans from North Africa, led to intensive contacts
with the mid-Niger and Senegal valleys. The Savanna belt of West
Africa, since the 2nd century A.H. (8th century C.E.), got into close
contacts with the Mediterranean Sea.

In the 3rd century A.H. (9th century C.E.), the mid-Niger and
Senegal valleys became part of the cultural and trade activities in the
Sahara and North Africa. Markets and trade centers developed. People
from the surrounding areas began to move toward these markets and
trade centers, the population of these places increased rapidly. Some
of these trade centers grew, extended their territories and founded the
early kingdoms in the area.

Muslim geographers, in the third century A.H. (9th centUry C.E.),
described the kingdoms of the mid-Niger and Senegal valleys as large
and strong kingdoms like the kingdoms of Kaw Kaw and Ghana. They
wrote about the wide spread of Islam in the savanna belt and the
emergence of several Muslim communities such as those that
established the Islamic kingdom of Kanem. They also wrote about the
Muslim communities in Kaw Kaw, and the Muslim communities in
Ghana, who were big in number and very influential in political
affairs.

Education was founded throughout the savanna belt with the spread
of Islam and the establishment of several mosques in the towns and
trade centers. These mosques contributed very much in the spread of
knowledge because these mosques were educational institutions and
regular schools where Muslims-children and adults-found good
opportunities for learning. Although there is no material about the rise
o~ schools outside mosques, there were schools such as those of
A wdaghust and other trade centers of the Sahara. There are some
accounts about famous visiting professors from the IbaQiyyah of North
Africa to the different parts of mid-Niger and Senegal valleys. These
professors did not only visit trade and cultural centers but they also
visited the interior regions beyond the savanna belt.66

In the 4th_5th centuries A.H. (10th-11th century C.E.), the mid-Niger
and Senegal valleys became part of the Islamic world in the Sahara
and North Africa. All the area between the Senegal region in the west
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and Lake Chad region in the east (as was described by al-Bakri) was
an area occupied by several kingdoms, cities, villages and trade
centers. A passenger travels from the capital of Ghana in the west,
through urban settlements one after another on his journey till Lake
Chad in the east.

The civilizational role of Islam became very obvious in the life of
Sudanese communities before the rise of Almoravids in the 5th centuryA.H. 

(11 th century C.E.). The Almoravids movement in the mid-Niger

and Senegal valleys was a reformation movement that implemented
sunnI teachings through the Malik! madhhab.
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